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Unique WEMCO® CE-SPTM Pump Designed 
Specifically for The Sugar Industry

The WEMCO Model CE-SP pump has been engineered 
for sugar refinery operators who have unique pump-
ing needs.   After listening to their pump requirements, 
WEMCO designed the Model CE-SP pump to exceed 
the operators requirements and at the same time to be 
rugged, reliable, and simple to maintain. 

The unique CE-SP impeller design has the highest 
hydraulic efficiency of any vortex design.  Wear to  
the outer edge of the rim actually lengthens the vane, 
improving the hydraulic performance as the impeller 
wears.  The Model CE-SP impeller has a relatively steep 
H/Q curve compared to other straight radial vaned 
pumps.  The integrally cast rear pump out vanes help 
to eliminate any plugging that may occur between the 
impeller and the backplate/wearplate during an ‘upset’ 
condition in the plant, or wherever screenings are pres-
ent.  The Hi Chrome ASTM A532-CLIII A1 alloy material 
used in the construction of the impeller greatly extends 
the life of the impeller over standard materials by easily 
handling any grit that may be  
present.
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Model CE-SP Impeller Design

Model CE-SP Pump - Expanded View Of Major Components
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Model CE-SP Pump Family Performance Curve

CE-SR Series Pumps

These pumps are constructed of a variety of materials, selected for their wear characteristics and superior  
performance.  The pump case, impeller and backplate are constructed of ASTM A532-CLIII A1 Hi Chrome in 
order to properly handle the grit that accompanies the liquids being pumped, as well as the low pH levels often 
seen in sugar refineries.  The shaft and shaft sleeve are manufactured from stainless steel to resist corrosion   
from the pH levels of the liquids being pumped.  The oversized bearings are designed to accommodate the 
shock loading present when clumps of screenings find their way to the pump.

The Wemco CE-SR series of pumps is available in four sizes and a wide range of head and flow  
characteristics.  They are also available in a wide range of configurations including standard horizontal 
dry pit, vertical dry and/or wet pit and submersible styles.  

In addition to the standard packing arrangement,  the Wemco Model CE-SP is also available with our 
Slurry Seal mechanical seal, which actually operates in the product being pumped, and requires no 
external flush system which would dilute the pumped product.  Wemco has designed the Slurry Seal as a 
simple, pre-set cartridge that requires no measuring or special tools for assembly into the pump housing.  
Our replacement seal parts can be easily fitted by hand, using only a suitable lubricant and basic hand 
tools.  The Wemco Slurry Seal is constructed of CD4 and 316 Stainless Steel metal components, Viton or 
EPDM elastomers, and Tungsten Carbide on Silicon carbide seal faces.

Wemco has been the supplier of choice for over 50 years for use in pumping cane cleaner wash 
water, strainer bar undersize and crusher mill underflow. 
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WEMCO CE-SP Pump In A  
Typical Sugar Mill Application
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